Stream Communications shortlisted for pair of European Smart Metering
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•Stream shortlisted for two of Europe's leading awards for Smart Metering
•Selected for defining role in advancing the industry
Stream Communications, a Machine to Machine (M2M) focused mobile network operator, has been shortlisted
for the European Smart Metering Awards in the categories of Network & Communications, and Smart Metering
Service Provider.
The European Smart Metering Awards recognises achievements and innovation from utilities and solution
providers in European smart metering, and rewards those that play a defining role in advancing the
industry.
The Network and Communications Award recognises advances in large scale deployment of data services, and
the Smart Metering Service Provider award recognises innovation in the provision and support of
electricity, gas and water utilities across Europe.
Nigel Chadwick, Director of Stream, said: “We have worked hard to ensure that any utility can manage an
extremely large portfolio of different devices simply and effectively over the mobile network. The
enhanced security, and simplicity of our SIM management systems, coupled with the leading mobile coverage
in the UK, brings true enterprise grade mobile connectivity to the smart metering sector. To be
recognised for this work and shortlisted in two awards is extremely gratifying.”
Built to deliver simple, secure support for end-to-end connectivity, Stream Communication’s network is
tailored to the needs of smart metering with M2M specific services such as fixed IP addressing,
aggregated tariffs and dedicated APNs all with online SIM management.
Stream Communications will be judged against two additional companies shortlisted for the awards, with
the final decision to be announced at The Smart Metering UK conference in London on the 26th January.
Ends

About Stream
Stream is the UK’s most innovative M2M network service provider. The company has provided enhanced
mobile network resilience, connectivity and SIM/network management to the M2M sector since 2000.
Stream has consistently innovated services specific to the M2M sector for the past decade. Stream offers
multiple network services in the UK and overseas to the M2M sector. ‘Oasys II’ is Stream’s SIM
management & billing platform which facilitates on-line management of small and large SIM volumes.
For more information about Stream, please visit www.stream-communications.com or call 0141 333 0068.
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